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DAYDAY
May 6, 2024, Am Kulturgleis 3-5       
ccccccccccc44787 Bochum 

11  am - 2 pm

1 pm - 2 pm

Market of Opportunities
AbentEUer Europa

Workshop
Young people from Bochum 
engage in discussion with the
 initiative Ruhrpott für Europa
 about Europe's role in the Ruhr area



„AbentEUer Europa“ – Information, exchange, and
opportunity to vote (11 am - 2 pm, free entry)

Get information from local institutions and initiatives about their
offers and activities for Europe. At booths of the Bochum
universities, you can receive information about study abroad
opportunities within the EU and their financing options. Represented
are, among others, meet!- Mercator Europa Tour,
Landesspracheninstitut, International Office of RUB, International
Office of THGA, and many more. Additionally, you can participate in
the European Parliament election and cast your vote right on the
spot at the mobile polling station of the City of Bochum, even as an
EU student abroad (with ID card or passport).

The European Parliament Election 2024 is approaching.
Which role does Europe play in your life? Probably quite
a bit, even if it's not always obvious in everyday life. One
thing is certain: It's worth getting involved for the
European idea! And this is possible both in Bochum and
locally with our European neighbors!

Workshop:  Young people from Bochum engage 
in discussion with the initiative Ruhrpott für Europa
 about Europe's role in the Ruhr area ( 1 pm - 2 pm,
with registration, free entry)
How much of Europe is present in the Ruhr area? Ruhrpott für
Europa (RfE) is an initiative that aims to mobilize and empower young
people in the Ruhr area to actively shape the future of Europe and
its politics. In the workshop, you will engage in conversation with
two RfE trainers and discuss current issues and challenges facing
the EU and Europe. Additionally, you will learn how you can take
active steps to shape the future of Europe, and thus your own
future! Please register via email by May 3rd to Sherin El Safty
(selsafty@bochum.de).


